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I.OVERVIEW
The University of North Carolina at Greensboro (UNCG) has implemented energy efficiency initiatives, a
renewable energy installation, and educational programs about the benefits of energy conservation in a
concerted effort to reduce energy consumption. Through implementation of the UNC System’s first
performance contract, installation of several new technologies, improvements to the steam and chilled water
infrastructures, and education and outreach efforts, energy and water consumption at UNCG have decreased
significantly since the baseline year FY2002-2003 designated by the State. This report provides a top-level
description of the campus utilities infrastructure and an update on campus progress towards utility reduction
goals with projects already implemented and those planned for next year.
UNCG continues to reduce utilities consumption and expenditures despite the changes in student counts and
campus building square footage. UNCG is currently at 99,942 EUI BTU/GSF, a 21% reduction from the baseline
year 2003. Full Time Equivalent FTE student enrollment in general has increased from approximately 12,000 in
the baseline year to over 18,000 full-time equivalent students in 2020. Due to COVID -19 pandemic however,
FY2021 recorded lower student population 17,811 FTE, a 2% enrollment drop than the prior fiscal year. The
campus footprint on the other hand recorded 58% increase 2.5 million additional indoor spaces than the
baseline level. In FY 2021. UNC Greensboro added two new constructed buildings using Connect NC Bond. Those
two buildings are South Chiller Plant with 3,000 cooling ton current capacity, and a five-story facility Nursing
and Instructional Building NIB. This facility has 39 labs, 14 classrooms, nine research suites, and a community
engagement center to host the Nursing School, the School of Health and Human Sciences, and the Departments
of Biology and Chemistry. The two new facilities totaled 195,825 GSF included in FY2021 campus indoor
footprint.

II.SUMMARY OF FISCAL YEAR 2020-21:
-

The University’s total utilities expenditures for FY2020-21 was $ 7.67 million (Electricity: $ 4.66 million for
77.77 million kWh; Natural Gas: $ 1.83 million for 4.04 million therms; Water: $ 1.13 million for 116 million
gallons of water; and $ 51, 000 for using 26 kgal of #2 fuel oil). FY2021 utilities expenditures was flat with the
prior year showing 0.4% reduction and $280,000 fewer dollars difference.

-

-

-

-

UNCG accepted two new facilities part of $105 million Connect NC Bond project. Those are South Chiller
Plant SCP (9,821 gsf) accepted on Sep 16, current capacity 3,000 cooling ton, that was designed for five
chillers 7,500-ton ultimate cooling load. Second building is Nursing and Instructional Building (NIB) 186,004
GSF accepted on Dec 10, 2020. That required Facilities operational personnel to learning about those new
facilities and work together for a meaningful commissioning process.
The NIB has 23 kW (AC) capacity Solar Photovoltaic system. The Designers estimated the system generates
48,000 kWh annual to support 2.3% of building estimated annual (2.1 million) kWh usage. Currently NIB’s
solar system provides the building with 3,000 to 4,000 kWh monthly. NIB facility is LEED certified, that add
up with other same category building to 26% of total campus GSF as LEED Certified, breaks down to 12%
LEED Silver, 9% LEED Gold.
In response to COVID-19 special operation hours seeking to cut utility consumption and cost, the energy
team frequently adjust as needed setpoints, HVAC dampers, and occupied/unoccupied schedules and settings in buildings systems to provide safe environment and cut as possible in utilities cost.
UNCG continues as resources available to upgrade to LED remaining fluorescent, T12, metal halide, and
incandescent lamps. In FY2021, in addition to Building and Trades personnel LED upgrade efforts in several
buildings. To cut in lighting upgrade project’s costs, USCF funds used to have the Electric Shop personnel
upgraded to LED the entire Gatewood Studio Arts Building (112,000 GSF) lights. The project upgraded 2,900
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-

F32 T8, 14 wall wash MH metal halide fixtures, over 300 halogen spotlights, and 163 pendant light fixtures
in studio art open spaces in the third and fourth floors. The Electric Shop also completed Phase III of a multiyear student supported Green Fund grant to upgrade to LED 67 campus wide outdoor pole lights.
In FY2021, the University expended the entire $872,169 Utility Savings Carry Forward HB 1292 amount. All
the projects were managed by Facilities Operations to cut projects cost and time. Over $340,000 (40 % of
total funds) was used to fix five substantial condensate leaks which some was identified from the last fiscal
year. The rest of the USCF funds were used to perform Gatewood Studio Arts in-house LED upgrade, Steam
Plant Controls enhancements, and supported replacing old/failing HVAC roof top units and equipment with
new more efficient ones backing up Renovation and Repair R&R funds as needed.
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III.UTILITY USAGE
UNC Greensboro currently stands at 99,942 BTU/GSF overall campus Energy Use Intensity (EUI), showing 21%
reduction compared to the FY2003 baseline year. Although UNCG has not achieved the 30% EUI reduction State
mandated goal in FY2015, the University has dropped below 100,000 BTU/GSF/year after starting at 125,992
BTU/GSF/year. FY2021 electricity, natural gas, and water total utility cost per campus square foot was 1.1 $/GSF
showing 3% reduction from $1.2 in FY2020, and 12% reduction compared to 1.3 $/GSF in the baseline year.
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FY2021 energy usage narrative:
-

-

-

NIB new facility is served by campus infrastructure (steam, chilled water, electricity, and domestic water).
Started July 2020, the building was partially conditioning until December when been fully and for 24/7 occupied when came online.
Steam Plant main campus distribution system impacted steam production by five considerable condensate
leaks. Plant makeup water increased from used to be around 12% to over 20% that resulted in additional
therms usage to raise tap water temperature to 127F condensate level.
Greensboro weather was colder than last year with 256 additional Heating Degree Days HDDs calling for
extra therms

All what mentioned contributed to a 10% increase in therms usage over FY2020 consumption. In electricity
usage, a new more efficient chiller plant SCP 3,000-ton supported campus cooling load along with the existing
McIver Chiller Plant 6,000-ton. On the water side, FY2021 showed 11% water reduction over the prior fiscal
year. The following was noted when compare FY2021 over the prior year water usage: new chiller plant SCP
required additional amount of water to fill up cooling towers more than once until the plant was fully operated,
NIB water load; and the Campus North Athletic Fields’ irrigation load was carried by the city water for the entire
fiscal year due to failure in well water pump that required replacing it with new motor.
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Key Performance Indicators (KPI).

Decreased EUI (BTU per GSF) by 21% compared to baseline year FY2003.
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IV. BASELINE UTILITIES OVERVIEW
- WATER
UNCG receives water and sewer service from the City of Greensboro. The University owns and maintains a
distribution system that receives water through three (3) City master meters and distributes it to over 60
buildings. UNCG also has water service for several outlying properties as well. Most buildings on campus have
UNCG-owned water meters that are read, and data is subsequently entered into a database. Where water is
used for irrigation or cooling towers, submeters have been installed so that the University can take monthly
meter readings of water that does not enter the sanitary sewer system in order to receive appropriate credits
from the City of Greensboro.
UNC Greensboro has made tremendous progress in reducing water consumption. UNCG’s Facilities organization
places special emphasis on leak investigation and underground steam repairs, as well as on identifying and
eliminating any wasteful operational practices. Installation of water-conserving fixtures during new construction
and renovations has also been implemented. These practices have led to a 78% reduction in water consumption
(per GSF) since the baseline year, FY2003 and 13% reduction when compared over last fiscal year.
Decreased water consumption (Gal per GSF) by 78% compared to the baseline year FY2003.
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Water Usage (k Gallons) & Campus Area (GSF)
From 2003 Baseline
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- ENERGY (Electricity, Natural Gas, and #2 Fuel Oil)
Electricity: Duke Energy provides electric power to UNCG facilities through over a hundred accounts. By far the
largest account is the main campus substation that feeds an underground medium voltage electrical distribution
system connected to more than 60 buildings. The campus substation is on a time-of-use electricity rate schedule
that is reviewed annually to evaluate the best rate options and the incentive programs for which UNCG qualifies.
In addition to reviewing the main substation account, all other UNCG accounts with Duke Energy are evaluated
for best rate options on an annual basis. All buildings served by the substation have electricity submeters that
are read monthly and the values are entered into a database. UNCG has taken steps toward automating the
UNCG-owned meter reading process by giving the UNCG meter readers a comprehensive electronic form using
an iPad with Google Sheet. The new approach is more efficient because it replaces using the cumbersome
Logbook where the meter readers had to write down each meter reading which was subsequently manually
entered by others into a spreadsheet.
In FY2021, UNCG campus total electricity bill $4.66 million for 77.77 million kWhs, which represents 11.5 kWh
per GSF, and 4,367 kWhs per FTE student. FY2021 showed a 25% reduction in kWhs per GSF compared to the
baseline year (15.4 kWh/GSF), and a 2.6% reduction versus the prior year.
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Electricity Usage (kWh per GSF) & Students FTE
From 2003 Baseline
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Natural Gas: Steam Plant’s Natural Gas is purchased through State Term Contract 405N, which is currently held
by Texican Natural Gas Company, LLC. Piedmont Natural Gas (PNG) provides service to the campus and outlying
properties. Complying with the N.C. Gen. Stat. § 105-164.13(52) which provides tax exemption to State agency
accounts, all University natural gas accounts are tax free.
In FY2021, the total natural gas expenditures were $1.83 million for 4.04 million therms, that reveals a 35%
increase over the baseline year in actual therms, and a 10% increase in over 300,000 additional therms
compared to FY2020. Natural gas consumption per GSF 60,000 BTU/GSF shows 8% increase over last year and
14% reduction when compared to FY2003 (70,145 BTU/GSF). Natural gas energy per students is 22.7
MMBTU/FTE, shows 13% increase compared to FY2020 and 6% reduction versus the baseline year.
No. 2 Fuel Oil: UNCG Steam Plant is capable of using No. 2 fuel oil as a backup fuel to natural gas. This provides
the University with an emergency fuel source and allows Piedmont Natural Gas (PNG) to interrupt natural gas
service to the campus during times of peak gas demand. The ability to have gas service interrupted allows the
University to purchase gas at a lower rate. In FY2021, UNCG used over 26,000 gallons of No. 2 fuel oil at the
Steam Plant for few days curtailment period in wintertime when PNG interrupt gas service to UNCG.
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Natural Gas Consumption (therms) & Campus Area (GSF)
From 2003 Baseline
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- STEAM AND CHILLED WATER
The University uses purchased power and natural gas to create chilled water and steam that are distributed to
the campus. Most buildings connected to the Steam Plant and Chiller Plants do not have a steam meter or
chilled water meter; however, the University has developed a comprehensive Campus Metering Plan to install
steam meters and chilled water meters in all buildings. So far, USCF funds have been used to install 7 steam
meters in State appropriated funded accounts. Facilities Operations uses an assigned buildings gross square
footage to allocate the total steam and chilled water cost for each entity.
Steam: Steam goes to 63 buildings on the main campus. The UNCG Steam Plant has four boilers with 190,000
pounds per hour (PPH) total capacity. Steam distribution capacity covers the campus steam peak load even
when included the new constructed Nursing and Instructional Building NIB.
In FY2020, Steam Plant Controls was completed replacing the outdated boiler controls, burner management
system, and master controller. In FY2021, one of proposed USCF projects is replacing with new Boiler #1
feedwater pump and perform VFD upgrade that was eliminated from prior year control upgrade project due
to limited funding.
Much of the campus steam infrastructure and piping system is 50 years old. The system has been periodically
serviced in response to failures or normal wear and tear, and sections need a full replacement. UNCG has
replaced three different sections over the years as funds were available. In Summer 2019 Phase-4 project was
planned to replace steam and condensate pipes, manhole refurbishment and all associated sitework from
manholes #73 to #74 (EUC to Bryan Building Service Drive at Theta Street). Part-A of the project was completed
between the Elliott University Center and Sterling St. Funding was not available to complete Part-B upgrading
the system between Sterling St. and the Bryan Building. In Summer 2020, couple of condensate leaks were
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identified and subsequently fixed during 2021. After a large 5.1 magnitude earthquake hit North Carolina in
August 2020, those leaks got worse affected by ground movement. There were five leaks identified, the first
four of them were serviced to be controlled, the fifth one is awaiting funds and proposed for FY2021-2022 Utility
Savings Carry Forward funds. Those leaks are located in Steam Plant-backside, 2-leaks in Theta Street (Phase4/Part-B stopped for not enough funding), manhole MH55 Steam Tunnel, and MH 85 by the EUC. The last in
Manhole 11 to 12 College Ave which is planned to be fixed as soon USCF funds allocated.
In the current Campus Master Plan updated by Affiliated Engineers and Sasaki, UNCG has included five (5) highpriority steam projects of $3.9 million estimated cost to replace and renew critical portions of the steam
distribution system.
UNCG Steam Plant, including the new constructed NIB building, serves over 2.2 million assigned GSF (~60% of
total building GSF). In FY 2021 the Plant produced 296.96 million pounds of steam a 9% increase than prior year
steam production which justifies new NIB building load and 256 additional Heating Degree Days HDDs than the
prior year. FY20201 steam makeup water was 7.83 million gallons of water recording 21% increase 1.33 million
additional gallons of water used to make up the condensate leaks showing 59% increase than FY2019 a typical
year operation. Energy and water cost of steam production can furtherly controlled if UNCG has the funds to
move forward with replacing the critical portions of the steam and condensate distribution system.

Steam Plant
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Chilled Water: The McIver Chiller Plant (4 chillers with 6,000-ton total capacity) and new South Chiller Plant
(two chillers with 3,00-ton) produces chilled water to serve HVAC needs in 43 buildings including the new
constructed NIB facility.
The updated Campus Master Plan by AEI and Sasaki shows summer 2020 demand was approximately 6,200 tons
when including partial load at Nursing and Instructional Building for construction phase cooling and the addition
of Ragsdale-Mendenhall Residence Hall on the chilled water system.
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In FY2021 UNCG accepted the new constructed South Chiller Plant (2 chillers 3,000-ton current capacity) been
designed for five chillers with 7,500-ton ultimate capacity. However, on August 7, 2020 the new South Chiller
Plant SCP began operating to continuously to support campus chilled water loop with 3,000-ton baseload
capacity. The new SCP construction and commissioning was finally completed to have the plant more efficiently
serves at least half of campus cooling load along with existing McIver Chiller Plant. The two chiller plants both
serve over 1.5 million assigned GSF including NIB and Ragsdale Mendenhall Residence Hall that connected
recently to campus chilled water loop in 2019.
-

ENERGY DATA MANAGEMENT & BAS

UNCG collects energy consumption and billing information on a monthly basis for all buildings or facilities not
served directly by utility companies. Currently, meters are still read manually, and the data analyzed via MS
Excel. These data are used to discover trends in energy consumption and identify facilities that warrant more
detailed evaluations. UNCG Facilities Operations staff also examine the monthly data to find and correct billing
errors and to identify any anomalies in the energy and water consumption of specific facilities.
Currently, UNCG has 65 buildings on the Tridium Building Automation System (BAS). In FY2018-19, UNCG
finished moving all buildings from the older Signal building automation system to Tridium Niagara AX JACEs
including the Housing and Residence Life buildings. In FY2021, when Tridium alert stop supporting Niagara AX
Supervisor licenses, UNCG contracted with Schneider Electric to migrate Niagara AX Server to Niagara 4 licensing
model to maintain Tridium BAS on campus.

V. SUSTAINABILITY & ENERGY
The UNCG Green Fund has awarded approximately $346,000 to 59 projects during its first six years of existence
to support sustainability initiatives on campus. Through FY21, 13 utility savings and resource conservation
projects received funding and have been implemented leading to annual savings of 314,352 kWh of electricity,
1 million gallons of water, and $36,431, with an average project return on investment of 7 years.
In FY21, the Green Fund Committee awarded over $74,000 to support a total of 9 projects in different areas. A
total of $66,179.47 was awarded to the following Facilities related projects:
-

$24,745.00 to convert approximately sixty-seven exterior lighting fixtures to LEDs.
$27,000.00 to upgrade old stage lighting to LEDs.
$1,386.97 to purchase a hot water heater for the Coordinator of Residence Life's apartment in Jefferson
Suites.
$3,327.50 to purchase 550 LED bulbs to upgrade the emergency lighting in Reynolds, Grogan, and Cone
residence halls.
$9,720.00 to pay for student labor to continue the development of a new UNCG Energy Dashboard.
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VI. PROJECTS AND ENERGY SAVINGS
To achieve energy consumption and utilities cost reduction goals, UNC Greensboro focuses first on low- and nocost energy conservation measures (ECMs). The HB 1292 Utility Savings Carry Forward (USCF) program is used
as a main resource to support energy saving projects.
UNCG started reporting/requesting the USCF credits in FY2011. The USCF funds in 2012 was around $232,000
with no ESCO savings ($7.2 million PC in 2008) since the guaranteed energy savings contract pre-dated the HB
1292 legislation. FY2016 approved/executed funds were $ 308,068, which increased to $872,169 in FY2021,
and to $981,009 carried forward to FY2022. UNC Greensboro plans ahead to get the best of the program and
spend the entire USCF amount before it disappears by the end of the fiscal year. In fiscal year 2021, the entire
approved/funded was spent down to the last penny.
Utility Savings Carry Forward funds (HB1292 / General Statute 143-64.12(a)) will continue to be invested in
energy conservation measures to achieve the University and State energy reduction goals. In addition, the fund
will back up the Repair and Renovation R&R funds in replacing failed and outdated HVAC equipment with more
energy efficient equipment in State-supported facilities. The funds will also support other critical projects on
campus such as repairing steam/condensate leaks in the steam distribution system.
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FY2021 projects included the following:

FY2022 carry forward $981,009 approved amount planned to support the following under considerations
projects:
1- $25,000 for Steam Plant Boiler #1 Feedwater Pump. Replace the existing 70 HP horizontal feedwater
pump with new 30 HP vertical pump and motor with VFD. Estimated to save 396 MMBTU in electricity
usage.
2- $175,000 for Steam Plant Economizer #4. Replace the current 2004 economizer that has leak issues
with new one. Estimated to save 3,975 MMBTU in therms usage.
3- $175,000 for McNutt Building data center replace machine room DX System (Data Aire) with new
more efficient one. Estimated to save 692 MMBTU in electricity usage.
4- $75,000 for multiple buildings to replace faulty return/outdoor dampers, actuators, and linkages to
improve equipment efficiency.
5- $60,000 for Cone Art Building replace and relocate temperature and humidity sensors to enhance
HVAC system performance in the Weatherspoon Art Museum. Estimated to save 281 MMBTU in
electricity and therms usage.
6- $276,000 Steam System Piping Repair MH #11 to MH #12 south end of College Avenue. The work was
planned to inspect, repair, and re-insulate leaking steam/condensate piping.
7- $15,000 for Moore Humanities and Administration Building and Graham Building to provide mini splits
for ITS rooms to reduce building cooling load.
8- $75,000 for Curry Building and School of Education buildings LED upgrade. Estimated to save 611
MMBTU in electricity usage.
9- $105,000 for Becher-Weaver Building to replace an outdated 1965 boiler with new more efficient one
with BAS system control.

VII.GOALS
UNC Greensboro is expanding in students and staff head counts, in addition to the increase in campus indoor
footprint. Since the baseline year, FY2003, the campus GSF has increased by 58%. However, during that same
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time period, UNCG has decreased its Energy Use Intensity by 21%. As of FY 2021, the University has achieved a
78% reduction in water gallons/GSF surpassing the State water reduction mandate.
UNCG supports the State greenhouse gas emissions goal of 40% reduction below 2005 levels. An official 2018
UNCG greenhouse gas emission report showed a reduction of 8% from 2009 levels (as far back as the inventory
goes). Achieving a decrease of 24% MTeCO2 per 1000 gross square feet and a decrease of 18% MTeCO2 per
weighted campus user. UNCG is currently working on a new GHG inventory to document performance in this
regard.
Despite budgetary constraints, and not reaching the 2015 energy reduction mandate, UNCG will continue
embracing Executive Order 80 and UNC System energy goals. Utility Savings Carry Forward funds (HB1292 /
General Statute 143-64.12(a)) will continue to be invested in energy conservation measures throughout Statesupported campus facilities. Efforts to reduce UNCG’s per square foot energy consumption will continue, guided
by the UNCG Climate Action Plan and the responsible stewardship approach of the Facilities Operations Energy
Management Team.
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